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DISTANCE FORMULAE AND INVARIANT SUBSPACES, WITH AN APPLICATION TO LOCALIZATION OF ZEROS OF THE RIEMANN C-FUNCTION by Nikolai NIKOLSKI
We consider two distance functions which can be used to describe and to explore z-invariant subspaces of Banach spaces of analytic functions. In the case of Hilbert spaces a unicity theorem is proved and some remarks are made about the localization of zeros of Beurling inner functions in terms of the distance functions. As an example (and an improvement of a theorem by Beurling and Nyman from the 1950's) we consider a series of ^-invariant subspaces related to the Riemann ^-function. The following theorem is proved. 
Introduction. Problem of z-invariant subspaces.
Let X be a Banach space of holomorphic functions continuously imbedded into the space Hol(D) of all such functions in the unit disc D= {z^C:\z\ < 1}, and stable with respect to multiplication by the independent variable z:
fex => zfex.
The problem (very far from being solved) is to describe all (closed) ^-invariant subspaces of X:
Solutions are known for very rare cases related to the Hardy H p spaces; they are always based on the techniques of the canonical Riesz-NevanlinnaSmirnov factorization. The case of the Hardy spaces H 1^^ where 1 < p < oo,
is classical with the following Beurling description of ^-invariant subspaces EC HP:
where 0 stands for an inner function in the disc D (this means that 9 is analytic and bounded in D (i.e., 9 € H°°) and unimodular on the unit circle T = <9D:
(boundary values)). Similar but more complicated descriptions hold true for some spaces of analytic functions smooth up to the boundary (like the disc algebra CA, the spaces
C^ ={fC Hol(D): f^ e CA} and H^ = [f e Hol(D): f^ C H^)
and sometimes for their dual spaces (usually in a Frechet, not Banach space setting). For these results see [Ho] , [K] , [Ko] , [Sh] .
Unfortunately, factorization theory is not yet available for the majority of Banach spaces of analytic functions, even for such popular ones as the Bergman and weighted Bergman spaces (despite the recent breakthrough due to H. Hedenmalm, [H] ). Moreover, even though a description of type (1.2) is known, it is not a remedy for all purposes related to invariant subspaces. For instance, it does not always help in the study of cyclic vectors of the adjoint operator z*; another difficulty is to find an explicit formula for the canonical function 9 if, say, an invariant subspace E is given in terms of its Fourier transform. In this last case, it is usually a problem to localize zeros and singular masses of 9; the standard formula, see [Ho] , [N] , saying « 9 is the greatest common inner divisor of all functions f from E » is not always efficient. We hope the distance functions defined in Section 2 below can be useful for these purposes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce distance functions for handling invariant subspaces and, in particular, establish a one-to-one correspondence between subspaces and distance functions. In Section 3 we show how it is possible to use distance functions to localize zeros of a subspace of the Hardy space H p . As an illustration, a theorem on zeros of the Riemann ^-function (generalizing a result due to B. Nyman, [Ny] ) is proved in Section 4. We finish with some unsolved problems on invariant subspaces, Section 5.
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Distance functions.
Let X be a Banach space of analytic functions continuously imbedded into the space Hol(D). And let (p\, X e D be the point evaluation functional onX:^(
For a subspace E C X we set
QEW = VX\E\\.
A CD, and call QE a distance function of E. This wording is justified by the following property of QE-
We have
where «dist» stands for the distance in the dual Banach space X* and E ± ={^ex'-: ^E=O} for the annihilator of E. This is a well-known corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem.
2.2.
The function QE is logarithmically subharmonic: in fact,
and so log6^ is subharmonic as the least upper bound of a family of subharmonic functions.
Let H be a Hilbert space of analytic functions in D, and let A i-^ k\ be the reproducing kernel of H, i.e., the unique H-valued function in
Clearly, we have
where PE stands for the orthogonal projection on the subspace E, and E 1 -is the orthogonal complement of E. Moreover, II^^IF+IIP^^II^H^II 2 , A CD, and so the distance functions QE and 9^j-(A) = dist(k\,E) completely determine each other. In what follows, when using O^-L instead of QE, we put
The following uniqueness theorem is an important property of OE (and so, ofdE). 
THEOREM. -Let £'i,£'2 be two (as always, closed) subspaces ofH, and let 6^ (A) == 6^ (
Proof. -Fix a point ^ e ^ and consider the following scalar valued functions / and g\
For all n >_ 0, we have
On the other hand, let
be the usual differential operators of complex analysis; then
and hence, for n > 0,
me is true for G: The same is true for G:
Using (2.3) we obtain that fW(^) = <^)(^ n > 0, and therefore /(A) E= ^(A), A e ^. So, we get the identity
It implies that
whatever a finite family {ax} of complex numbers is. Identity (2.4) shows that the operator V,
is well defined, linear and isometric. The lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. -Let
Then, F and G are ^-valued conjugate analytic functions (the weak co-analyticity is immediate from the definition (see (2.1)) and -as is well-known -implies the strong co-analyticity).
Since ||F(A)|| = \\G{\)\\, A e D, one can apply Lemma 2.5 which produces an isometry V from the subspace span(F(A):
Due to remarks from Section 2.3 the same arguments are valid for the functions F,(A) = PE^, G,(A) = P^A-A, A C D. So, we get another isometry £7,
Hence, V C U is a unitary operator on H and
or all A C D. This means that V C E/ = J, and therefore E^ = E^. The proof is finished.
2.7.
Example. -Now, we shall show that for non-Hilbert spaces X, 'X C Hol(D) the above unicity property is, in general, no longer true. Let X be the disc algebra,
endowed with the usual sup-norm and a -^ 0 be a closed subset of T of Lebesgue measure zero (say, a is a singleton a = {A}, |A| = 1). Let E = Ey be a subspace Ey C CA,^= {/eGA:/i.=o}. On the other hand, the lemma is probably still true for uniformly convex Banach spaces X (or at least for L^-spaces with 1 < p < oo). Moreover, an invariant subspace containing a reproducing kernel g == (1 -\z)~1 coincides with the whole space H 2 (obviously, g is an outer function). This is an immediate consequence of 3.3.
Example: Hardy spaces

3.5.
Remark. -It is clear that we always have e^(A) > 0 and
The equality holds (and the disc (3.1) is therefore empty) if and only if A is a zero of the subspace F. So, given a subspace F C H 2 , F -^ {0}, the set {A € D: e^(A) = 0} is at most a sequence {\n}n^i satisfying the Blaschke condition^( l-|A»|)<oo. 
COROLLARY. -Let F be any subspace ofK^. Then the disc
is free of zeros of the (^-function', here dp(s) = dist^5, F).
The last corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem and remarks from Section 3; Corollary 4.1 will be justified a little bit later. For other remarks see Section 4.5 below. 
4.3.
(7>0
For the ^-image of the functions Eoc^ we have
The last equality is a well-known integral representation of the Riemann (,-function: for an integer n > 1 one has
which tends to ^ k~8 = (^(s) for Re s > 1. k^i Let E = E^ = ^K^ be the corresponding subspace of the Hardy space H 2 (Res > 0); our goal is to distinguish zeros of this subspace. By definition, these are common zeros of functions (4.2). As to the latter, they vanish for z with Rez > 0, C,{z + 7) = 0 and for all z solving the following system of equations:
Note that the zero z corresponding to k = 0, i.e. z + 7 = 1, is killed by the pole of ({z + 7) which is easily visible from another classical identity,
which can be verified in a similar way. Thus, the common zeros of the family ^E^, 0 < a < 1 are {z: Rez > 0, C(z + 7) = 0}.
On the other hand, the reproducing kernel of the space H^^tmz > 0) is k\ = (27^^) -1 (A-^) -1 (for a moment, we change the half-plane {Re s > 0} to {Im z > 0} to deal with the commonly used Hardy spaces of the upper half-plane related to the usual Fourier transform, see [Ho] , [N] , [Ni] ). The Fourier transform F takes k\ tô The theorem now follows from proposition 3.4.
Verifying Corollary 4.1.
We observe first that if d^{s) = 0 the theorem implies (^(z) ^ 0 for Re z > 7.
The « only if » part of the Corollary depends on the Beurling invariant subspace theorem. Defining the multiplicative shifts r^,
we get r^Eo,^ = (3~a(Eap^ -0^/3,7) and hence r^K^ C ^, 0 < /3 < 1.
It means the Mellin transform E = ^K^ is an invariant subspace of the semi-group J^T^r-i, 0 < (3 < 1 which coincides with the multiplication semi-group A^--e-^), A=log(-), f eH t2 (Rez>0). Hence, due to Beurling's theorem, there exists an inner function Q such that E = QH 2 (Rez > 0). Moreover, 9 = BS where B stands for the Blaschke product for the zero set of E (already identified with zeros of C(^ + 7), Rez > 0) and 5' for a singular inner function. It is clear that S is an inner divisor of all the functions from E and, in particular, of all the functions T^E^ generating E.
shows the functions ^E^ to be analytic and bounded for Rez > 0. It follows then (see, for instance, [N] , [Ni] ) that the function S is analytic at all points of %M, and hence has to be of the form 6' = e"^, a > 0.
On the other hand, having <-(cr) = ^ n-^ for a-> 1, we get 
